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Designed for desktop,  

tablet and smartphone, 

Scimex is the breaking 

science news portal  

for Australia and  

New Zealand.   

Scimex is for  

journalists, scientists  

and research 

organisations.  

Scimex provides  

a unique experience  

that is tailored to each 

user group’s needs  

while protecting the 

latest embargoed 

research news.
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Scimex, the Science Media  
Exchange, is designed to increase  
the quantity of and access to  
research news for reporters. 

A multi-user platform, Scimex fosters 
greater interaction and collaboration 
between scientists and journalists. 

Contributors are encouraged to 
upload embargoed media releases,  
multimedia and story pitch ideas  
to the site for use by registered 
journalists. Once an embargo lifts, 
information will become publicly 
available via Scimex. 

Scimex for Journalists
Stuck for a story? Want to keep  
on top of breaking science news  
for Australia and New Zealand? 

Scimex is a central place for all 
your science story needs. 

Designed with the media in mind, 
Scimex is free for journalists and 
brings together the latest embargoed 
research news, multimedia, expert 
profiles, events and story ideas  
from scientists. Journalists register  
on Scimex to receive science news 
tailored to their interests.

 

 
 
 
 
 

Scimex for Scientists
Are you, or would you like to be,  
a media savvy scientist? Would you  
like to be heard when your field of 
expertise hits the news? Do you  
want to share more of your stories, 
images and videos and pitch  
directly to journalists?  
 
Scimex is free for experts, enabling 
them to communicate science  
to the public through the media.  
Scientists are invited to register  
to be added to the Scimex ‘Find  
an Expert’ database, maintain a  
profile page and interact directly  
with journalists.

Scimex for Media Officers
Are you responsible for engaging  
with the media on behalf of your 
organisation? Do you want a new 
way to promote your scientific media 
releases? Would you like to share 
events and multimedia from your 
organisation? Would you like to know 
which of your experts are on Scimex 
and what stories they are pitching? 

Scimex provides an easy, interactive 
way to showcase your organisation’s 
research and build your media 
presence. Registration is open to 
all media officers from research 
organisations.

The Australian Science Media Centre (AusSMC) 
presents Scimex, the breaking science news portal  
for Australia and New Zealand. 
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Scimex Features 

Newsfeed
•     Live feed of breaking

 science news   

• Research in the areas 

 of science, medicine  

 and technology  

• Focus on Australia 

 and New Zealand  

 

Embargoed content: 

• Uploaded by 

 universities and  

 research organisations 

• Key journal paper  

 releases  

• Protected from public  

 view until embargo ends 

• Downloaded by vetted

 journalists 

 

Search

Find news by:

• Topic

• Location

• Key words

• Release date

• Resource type

 

Unique Log-In
• Tailored content view 

 for different user groups 

• Embargoed content  

 only visible to journalists 

• Users can upload 

 content anytime
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Story Page

Clustered story  

content including: 

• Plain English summary

• Key documents

• Multimedia

• Expert reaction

• Quick contacts 

All you need in one place!

 

 

Multimedia  
Library

• Hub of scientific

 images, footage and 

 animated graphics

• Content uploaded 

 by registered users

Supported by:
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Find an Expert

• Searchable database of

 media-friendly experts

Media friendly source of:

• Expertise

• After hours contact details

• Media experience and

 comfort levels  

 

Pitch a Story

• Unique tool for experts

 to pitch story ideas  

 to journalists
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The AusSMC provides a number 
of other services and initiatives in 
addition to Scimex. To maintain an 
independent and highly relevant 
service, the AusSMC relies on funding 
from sponsors and affiliates. Our 
supporters share our goal of increasing 
the quantity and accuracy of science 
reporting in the media, and hence 
public opinion of science. Funding is 
essential to ensure this public good, 
not-for-profit service continues. 

Our services include:

Scimex
A new breaking science news portal 
for Australia and New Zealand.

SMC picks (formerly Heads-up)
Twice-weekly embargoed media 
alert sent to registered journalists, 
highlighting upcoming newsworthy 
research, reports and related material.

Media enquiries
We link 200+ journalist enquiries a 
month with the right experts for the topic 
from close to 4,000 experts nationwide 
who have registered on our database.

News briefings
Streamed live to journalists throughout 
the country, experts give short 
presentations on new research  
and answer questions.

Background briefings
Briefings where experts help “get  
your head around” broader issues  
in the news or newsworthy topics.

Expert reactions
A rapid series of unedited quotes  
from experts in the relevant area 
issued as news breaks. These  
provide context and independent 
expert comment to help journalists 
decipher research findings.

Site visits
Customised media information 
sessions and/or visits to familiarise  
the AusSMC team with your  
research and facilities.

Information security
Peace of mind that journalists  
receiving sensitive material know  
and understand embargoes and  
have strictly agreed to abide by them.

Science Media Savvy
Media training website for scientists. 
Provides tips, examples and advice  
for understanding and working  
with the news media.

Scientists-in-Residence
A program embedding scientists  
in newsrooms alongside prominent 
journalists to produce collaborative 

content. 

The AusSMC represents: 
4,000 scientific experts 
1,250 registered journalists 
76,000 comments into news 
8 million per month audience reach
 

Encouraging quality science reporting
Engaging scientists with the media
Empowering the public

smc.org.au

Scimex is brought to you by the Australian Science 
Media Centre (AusSMC). Scimex is a collaborative 
project between the Australian and New Zealand 
Science Media Centres. Establishment funding for this 
particular project was provided by Inspiring Australia,  
an Australian Government initiative. 




